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Grade Level

Word Processing [How comfortable are YOU using the following technologies in your classroom?]



5 19 40%

6 19 40%

All 9 19%

Other 1 2%

Not Comfortable 1 2%

Somewhat Comfortable 2 4%

Fairly Comfortable 12 25%

Totally Comfortable 33 69%

Not Comfortable 3 6%

Somewhat Comfortable 8 17%

Fairly Comfortable 20 42%

Totally Comfortable 17 35%

Not Comfortable 10 21%

Somewhat Comfortable 12 25%

Fairly Comfortable 18 38%

Totally Comfortable 8 17%

Not Comfortable 1 2%

Somewhat Comfortable 3 6%

Fairly Comfortable 17 35%

Totally Comfortable 27 56%

Not Comfortable 0 0%

Somewhat Comfortable 2 4%

Fairly Comfortable 12 25%

Totally Comfortable 34 71%

Presentation Software [How comfortable are
YOU using the following technologies in
your classroom?]

Spreadsheet Software [How comfortable are YOU using the following technologies in your classroom?]

Email [How comfortable are YOU using the following technologies in your classroom?]

Internet Research [How comfortable are YOU using the following technologies in your classroom?]

Web 2.0 Tools [How comfortable are YOU using the following technologies in your classroom?]



Not Comfortable 12 25%

Somewhat Comfortable 17 35%

Fairly Comfortable 16 33%

Totally Comfortable 3 6%

Not Comfortable 11 23%

Somewhat Comfortable 12 25%

Fairly Comfortable 17 35%

Totally Comfortable 8 17%

Not Comfortable 25 52%

Somewhat Comfortable 13 27%

Fairly Comfortable 9 19%

Totally Comfortable 1 2%

Not Comfortable 5 10%

Somewhat Comfortable 12 25%

Fairly Comfortable 22 46%

Totally Comfortable 9 19%

Not Comfortable 3 6%

Somewhat Comfortable 5 10%

Fairly Comfortable 24 50%

Totally Comfortable 16 33%

Not Comfortable 0 0%

Somewhat Comfortable 8 17%

Fairly Comfortable 15 31%

Totally Comfortable 25 52%

Google Tools [How comfortable are YOU using the following technologies in your classroom?]

Creating Web Sites [How comfortable are YOU using the following technologies in your classroom?]

Using Smartboards [How comfortable are YOU using the following technologies in your classroom?]

Using Document Cameras [How comfortable are YOU using the following technologies in your classroom?]

Using Mobile Phones [How comfortable are YOU using the following technologies in your classroom?]

Using Tablets [How comfortable are YOU using the following technologies in your classroom?]



Not Comfortable 3 6%

Somewhat Comfortable 11 23%

Fairly Comfortable 14 29%

Totally Comfortable 20 42%

Not Comfortable 0 0%

Somewhat Comfortable 4 8%

Fairly Comfortable 17 35%

Totally Comfortable 27 56%

Not Comfortable 0 0%

Somewhat Comfortable 5 10%

Fairly Comfortable 14 29%

Totally Comfortable 29 60%

Not Comfortable 14 29%

Somewhat Comfortable 22 46%

Fairly Comfortable 9 19%

Totally Comfortable 3 6%

Not Comfortable 20 42%

Somewhat Comfortable 19 40%

Fairly Comfortable 8 17%

Totally Comfortable 1 2%

Not Comfortable 35 73%

Somewhat Comfortable 11 23%

Fairly Comfortable 1 2%

Totally Comfortable 1 2%

Using Netbooks [How comfortable are YOU using the following technologies in your classroom?]

Using Laptops [How comfortable are YOU using the following technologies in your classroom?]

Word Processing [How comfortable are YOUR SYUDENTS using the following technologies in your classroom?]

Presentation Software [How comfortable are YOUR SYUDENTS using the following technologies in your
classroom?]

Spreadsheet Software [How comfortable are YOUR SYUDENTS using the following technologies in your
classroom?]

Email [How comfortable are YOUR SYUDENTS using the following technologies in your classroom?]



Not Comfortable 14 29%

Somewhat Comfortable 21 44%

Fairly Comfortable 10 21%

Totally Comfortable 3 6%

Not Comfortable 9 19%

Somewhat Comfortable 18 38%

Fairly Comfortable 16 33%

Totally Comfortable 5 10%

Not Comfortable 24 50%

Somewhat Comfortable 21 44%

Fairly Comfortable 2 4%

Totally Comfortable 1 2%

Not Comfortable 24 50%

Somewhat Comfortable 16 33%

Fairly Comfortable 4 8%

Totally Comfortable 4 8%

Not Comfortable 40 83%

Somewhat Comfortable 7 15%

Fairly Comfortable 0 0%

Totally Comfortable 1 2%

Not Comfortable 16 33%

Somewhat Comfortable 20 42%

Fairly Comfortable 11 23%

Totally Comfortable 1 2%

Internet Research [How comfortable are YOUR SYUDENTS using the following technologies in your classroom?]

Web 2.0 Tools [How comfortable are YOUR SYUDENTS using the following technologies in your classroom?]

Google Tools [How comfortable are YOUR SYUDENTS using the following technologies in your classroom?]

Creating Web Sites [How comfortable are YOUR SYUDENTS using the following technologies in your classroom?]

Using Smartboards [How comfortable are YOUR SYUDENTS using the following technologies in your classroom?]

Using Document Cameras [How comfortable are YOUR SYUDENTS using the following technologies in your
classroom?]



Not Comfortable 15 31%

Somewhat Comfortable 23 48%

Fairly Comfortable 8 17%

Totally Comfortable 2 4%

Not Comfortable 5 10%

Somewhat Comfortable 10 21%

Fairly Comfortable 12 25%

Totally Comfortable 21 44%

Not Comfortable 5 10%

Somewhat Comfortable 12 25%

Fairly Comfortable 16 33%

Totally Comfortable 15 31%

Not Comfortable 2 4%

Somewhat Comfortable 12 25%

Fairly Comfortable 15 31%

Totally Comfortable 19 40%

Not Comfortable 5 10%

Somewhat Comfortable 12 25%

Fairly Comfortable 14 29%

Totally Comfortable 17 35%

Not Comfortable 2 4%

Somewhat Comfortable 12 25%

Fairly Comfortable 18 38%

Totally Comfortable 16 33%

Using Mobile Phones [How comfortable are YOUR SYUDENTS using the following technologies in your classroom?]

Using Tablets [How comfortable are YOUR SYUDENTS using the following technologies in your classroom?]

Using Netbooks [How comfortable are YOUR SYUDENTS using the following technologies in your classroom?]

Using Laptops [How comfortable are YOUR SYUDENTS using the following technologies in your classroom?]

Facilitating and inspiring student learning & creativity [How comfortable are you doing the following in your
classroom?]

Designing and developing digital age learning experiences and assessments [How comfortable are you doing the
following in your classroom?]



Not Comfortable 11 23%

Somewhat Comfortable 24 50%

Fairly Comfortable 8 17%

Totally Comfortable 5 10%

Not Comfortable 11 23%

Somewhat Comfortable 18 38%

Fairly Comfortable 14 29%

Totally Comfortable 5 10%

Not Comfortable 9 19%

Somewhat Comfortable 15 31%

Fairly Comfortable 15 31%

Totally Comfortable 9 19%

Not At All 7 15%

To a Limited Extent 13 27%

To a Reasonable Extent 24 50%

To A Great Extent 4 8%

Not At All 6 13%

To a Limited Extent 14 29%

To a Reasonable Extent 23 48%

To A Great Extent 5 10%

Not At All 4 8%

To a Limited Extent 25 52%

To a Reasonable Extent 18 38%

To A Great Extent 1 2%

Modeling digital age work and learning [How comfortable are you doing the following in your classroom?]

Promoting and modeling digital citizenship and responsibility [How comfortable are you doing the following in your
classroom?]

Develop a shared vision for educational technology among colleagues [Rate yourself on your ability to effectively
leverage technology for learning.]

Participate in systemic planning aligned with your shared vision [Rate yourself on your ability to effectively leverage
technology for learning.]

Skilled in selecting technology resources [Rate yourself on your ability to effectively leverage technology for
learning.]



Not At All 3 6%

To a Limited Extent 9 19%

To a Reasonable Extent 27 56%

To A Great Extent 9 19%

Not At All 0 0%

To a Limited Extent 6 13%

To a Reasonable Extent 23 48%

To A Great Extent 19 40%

Not At All 2 4%

To a Limited Extent 19 40%

To a Reasonable Extent 20 42%

To A Great Extent 7 15%

Not At All 2 4%

To a Limited Extent 22 46%

To a Reasonable Extent 19 40%

To A Great Extent 5 10%

Not At All 1 2%

To a Limited Extent 8 17%

To a Reasonable Extent 29 60%

To A Great Extent 10 21%

Participate in ongoing professional learning opportunities [Rate yourself on your ability to effectively leverage
technology for learning.]

Seek technical support when needed [Rate yourself on your ability to effectively leverage technology for learning.]

Use content standards and related digital curriculum resources [Rate yourself on your ability to effectively leverage
technology for learning.]

Use curricular materials that support digital-age learning and work [Rate yourself on your ability to effectively
leverage technology for learning.]

Create a classroom that is student centered [Rate yourself on your ability to effectively leverage technology for
learning.]

Participate in continuous assessment of teaching and learning [Rate yourself on your ability to effectively leverage
technology for learning.]



Not At All 1 2%

To a Limited Extent 9 19%

To a Reasonable Extent 28 58%

To A Great Extent 10 21%

Not At All 6 13%

To a Limited Extent 11 23%

To a Reasonable Extent 26 54%

To A Great Extent 5 10%

Participate in partnerships and collaboration within multiple communities [Rate yourself on your ability to effectively
leverage technology for learning.]

Describe how you use technology to enhance teaching and learning in your classroom.

I currently use the netbooks during stations at least once a week, often times more.

i create web site SMORE where there are kinks to think cental, you tube, any digital lessons available and reading pasasge PER TEK, I post

to my webpage and students sue through small group OR POWER hour. if time is crunched

When possible, instead of just giving students information, I have them research to learn and teacher their peers the content. We use

technology to create final products for formative and summative assessments (non-multiple choice). I use flip charts occasionally, our textbook

is online (but complicated), and I use PowerPoint presentations to review concepts frequently.

I have not used technology in my class because of time limits.

If it is not already created, it will not get implemented by me. Those things that I find already complete, aligned with our TEKS, and easy for my

students to follow get used. Unfortunately the resources are scarce, expecially with our newly adopted TEKS.

Limited! I only use websites, power points, and word docs. I know a little bit about most technological devices and programs, but know I could

be much more efficient and effective.

I use it as a learning tool to show students various things. Howevr, I need to use it more as a hands-on strategy.

I am a peer facilitator so I do not have my own classroom of students. I will go to classes and model lessons for teachers. I do not use

technology very creatively when teaching a lesson to students. I use it a lot for researching ideas.

one-on -one instruction through Edusmart, thinkcentral, classzone

I use the promethean board, digital cameras, netbooks, and document cameras on a regular basis to enhance or supplement my classroom.

I use edmodo to send assignments and to allow absent students an opportunity to make up missing work.

PowerPoint Slide Warmups; Document Camera for Demonstrations and Modeling; PowerPoint Presentations; Web-Based Simulations; Web

Scavenger Hunts

I use presentations and many of my students have tablets and reading devices that we use in the classroom.

Use BrainPop videos, youtube math videos, powerpoints, ClassDojo, ThinkThroughMath, flipcharts

I use the activeInspire board, the document camera, and the laptops for modelin, reteach, and tutoring purposes.

When netbooks are available, I have students use quizlet for vocabulary purposes or myon.

I use Edmodo regularly to post links to students for assignments, I have student use Microsoft PowperPoint, and Prezi to create presentations

for class.

We watch short content videos, use smart board for demonstrations of content, document camera to model.

I use technology for introductory lessons and enrichment lessons.

I do not have a classroom, but in the past I used a lot of video clips and power points to deliver lessons.

I use Sofia to create tutorials that contain short instructional videos, quizes and extra practice. Students use netbooks to access Sofia, think

through math, online textbook resources and math games.

I use every technological tool available in my instruction.

I utilize the Promethean board whenever possible. Students use the netbooks frequently.

occasional power points, classdojo

Prone then board Digital cameras Video lessons

We frequently use netbook tablets for digital-lesson delivery.If our scope and sequence would allow it, I would be able to provide my students

with opportunities to use all of our available productivity tools to conduct and communicate research.



I use the document camera extensively. This has been a very good technology for me and my students.

Addition to classroom and to help with student engagement

I primarily use technology when I am teaching research skills. I have kindles and netbooks at my disposal. However, I don't feel like I have

scratched the surface with what I could do with these tools. I have taught digital citizenship lessons, evaluating websites,etc. What I have not

done is find an authentic way for students to create using technology.

We regularly use the document camera for teacher led group work. I use the Promethean for flip charts and to take notes. Also, I incorporate

PowerPoint when I can.

I am trying to implement the modified flip idea.

I use the smart board and document camera daily and have found some technology resources but have not been able to implement

effectively. I also use class dojo somewhat

I use gradecam as a quick and fun way to have students grade thier work, I also use kahoot as a fun way to do reviews for test.

Allow students to view primary sources, create scavenger hunts or web quests which also models research, front-load material, enrichment,

differentiation

Using created flip charts, video tutorials

I teach students with dyslexia how to cope with their disability. So I am limited by what I can do by what my curriculum allows me to do. And

the curriculum dates back to 1998 so the opportunities for technology are pretty much limited to that time and place. However, I am told that

this program is "Research Based" so I must use it. But it is vastly outdated.

We use United Streaming to enhance student learning by sharing videos that allow students to see inside other countries.

I use as many available technology resources as possible to offer a variety of learning opportunities enhanced by technology

We use technology all the time in the classroom. This is my first year to have netbooks enough for each student so technology is ongoing. I

have my website my students get notes, videos, and games from. I use it for tutorials and in regular class.

Teacher presentations on smartboard using Power Point or smartboard software and videos.

I use the basics such as Powerpoint, Document Camera, and Activboard. Students use netbooks, Kindles, and computers in my room. There

are a few of my lessons that require students to log on certain websites such as research and/or a student interactive version of a classroom

story. Also, students use MyOn reader and iStation daily.

Demonstrating activities

Students use myon adn quizlet in my classroom. Quizlet can be used on their mobile device.

I am not a classroom teacher. When I tought, I designed lessons that integrated the available technology and ensured that the lessons were

interactive and students had an opportunity to develop their technology skills.

You tube videos to introduce lessons, or enrich lessons. To make it relevant by using real world videos.

This is my first year teaching and I came in during the second 9 weeks so I am now just starting to let them use the netbooks in class.

However, we do watch many videos and I provide many power point presentations for them.

I only use online reading websites for students.

What types of HARDWARE do you want to learn more about during our Professional Development?

I am open to learning anything that can possibly assist me in keeping the students engaged.

Tablets

I am open to all learning.

document camera

Google tools.

I want to used things that I can use in the limited about of time that I have students.

I'm not sure. I've never given it a thought.

I first need to know what hardware is out there.

How to use the Promethean pen to take notes on a worksheet. (somehow freeze the document so you can highlight and note take on a

worksheet)

N/A

Projector

not sure.

Next generation promethean-type boards

I don't have a preference. Although, due to time limitations and a crunched scope and sequence, I have a desire to flip some lessons to save

class time.

?

Tablets, cell phones, nooks, kindles

Smartboard

Not sure. I am waiting to see what is presented.



N-a

tablets

I know that some people have doc cameras that allow them to switch between computer view and display view by pushing the button. My

doesn't work that way and I want to know how to make it work.

None

Different types of technology which I might use in the classroom

None.

Could we start by learning about what types of hardware there are to learn about? I'm clueless about this question.

n/a

Incorporating tablets or laptops in the classroom

Tablets and SmartBoards

Don't know

Excell

Smartboards

None that I can think of.

none

Not sure

Unfortunately, I don't think I will be attending as I will be at a district meeting for all dyslexia teachers, but if I were to attend, I would want to

use technology to get my students to read such as in a tablet form like Kindle.

Promethean board

Promethan tablet

I don't know

All of it!

I am comfortable with tablets and netbooks. I need to learn and spend more time with the Promethean tools that I have as well as the doc

camera.

promethean board

Activboard

promethean board, netbooks

How to operate the document camera beyond its basic functions

What types of SOFTWARE do you want to learn more about during our Professional Development?

open for anything

Anything that will help me better organize my life and my lessons in class.

About user friendly learning management systems.

I am open to all learning.

I would like to develop my skills using the Promethean board tools. At one time, I had a classroom website that included extensive resources

and activities. That tool was scrubbed when the district upgraded its digital infrastructure. I am retiring at the end of the current school year. I

plan on subbing here in Pasadena and my home (Texas City) district. I could use a teacher-website for resources, activities, and to access

lessons-on-the fly.

Office 365 training is an imperative

?

New microsoft email --- how to navigate

How I can better use Promethian Board

Web 2.0 Google Tools Free access to school related applications to use on a mobile device or a tablet, netbook, computer. Edmoto Class

Dojo

Not sure. I am waiting to see what is presented.

website creation softward

Features of power points such a recording a lesson for absent students and how to use or make rules in outlook.

None

Na

i find the promethean board software very confusing. I go to training's and then i get it but coming back and recreating it in my classroom takes

much more time than i have and its not so user friendly

I am willing to learn about new programs but because there are new software that comes out every year I don't know what is current.

excel



I have used Edmodo in the past but I would really enjoy more info about this program.

new email system lanschool

don't know.

Not sure.

I'm not sure...

Office 365, Mizuni, Chancery

activInspire

Something that will not take a lot of time to set up and implement.

Maybe software that students could use to create their own work/presentations.

New email system, new powerpoint, google chrome

I feel comfortable with most of the software.

Active Inspire Flipcharts; PowerPoint alternatives

ActiveInspire

All of it!

I'm open to anything new and easy

Video-editing software so that students & teacher can create/edit videos

Software that can be used at home by the student to provide strong reading support.

I don't know - things to use to interact more with the students

Interactive science games for my 5th graders.

More tools to help students independently learn and practice math.

SmartBoards

Whatever is going to help my students do better.

Moby Max

Things that will help students be successful in a math classroom

Not sure

What types of WEB 2.0 TOOLS do you want to learn more about during our Professional Development?

open for anything

I don't know what WEB 2.0 Tools are.

...

I don't even know what these are.

Blogging, Message Boards; Tools that connect students to teachers and lessons outside of the classroom or more variety inside of the

classroom.

not sure what is available

N/A

not sure.

At this point I don't know, because I do not know what is out there.

?

Not sure. I am waiting to see what is presented.

I don't know what they are.

Whatever is being offered

Easy photo editing tools for middle school age that are free and simple to use.

Anything that is student friendly and age appropriate.

Again, I'm clueless about what Web 2.0 Tools even are.....

Na

Open to most any tools offered.

all of them!

I don't know what this is.

Everything

not sure

I want to learn how to utilize 2.0 tools to flip a classroom.

i find many youtube links that are AMAZING but they are blocked on student access so i have to log on as myself, i even have just pinned the

video to my SMORE so that no ads can show and its still blocked

Edmodo, storybird, classroom dojo, remind 101



I was in PISD's original Tech Application certification group and taught Tech Aps for 7th and 8th grades, including digital video production.

Since then, I have fallen behind in my skills.

GoogleDocs, Glogster, Edmodo and anything user and student friendly.

Edmodo

All of it!

presentation and communication tools

I have never worked with Web 2.0 Tools

Anything that will allow me to be more efficient in my teaching time.

Don't know what this means

Do not know.

All of it

Discovery Ed

Start at the beginning.

Creating documents that students can work on simultaneously.

What are web 2.0 tools?

Google Earth--I do not understand HOW to use it or how to CREATE things with it Show Me App

Not sure of any.

Bookopolis.com This is a website that students can use to do book reports/book reviews on. Seems interesting. google.com: virtual field trips

I have seen and used a lot of web 2.0 tools in my 6 years as a librarian. What I would really like to do is work with 2 or 3 that we could use as

a campus for final products with the research projects that we require our students to do. I think it would be great to train teachers on some

web 2.0 tools that they could present to their students as options for final products in the research process.

Same

What types of MOBILE TECHNOLOGIES do you want to learn more about during our Professional Development?

Smart Phones, Tablets, netbooks

How can I use students cell phones to help with instruction

Tablets

N/a

Latest and greatest that the District would support

...

Using my phone to control the computer

cell phone....netbooks

?

ANYTHING that is phone/tablet/netbook compatible so that no matter what the type of technology the student has access to they can use it. I

am not interested in something that is ONLY for phones, etc.

Not sure. I am waiting to see what is presented.

I am unsure of what you mean by mobile technologies.

student file sharing

Net books

Smart-phone apps are the wave of the future. I understand that at a recent tech convention, several auto manufactures showed off cars that

can have their performance tweaked using apps. We need to learn which apps are available for planned, purposeful academic activities and

how to use them as tools for production.

More educational apps that kids can use in the classroom and home. I love how studetns can use their phone to study vocab. by downloading

the app for quizlet.

Not really interested in mobile since majority of my students do not have phones.

The only thing I can think of is the age-old question of android vs. iOS for educational apps. I know that most of it is preference but I would like

your opinion.

Anything is fine, just don't teach it so fast that I can't keep up. Maybe how to monitor kids on netbooks.

How to incorpate them in the classroom to assist in engagement

don't know.

Apps that students can interact with during instruction

I don't like to use my mobile phone in class.

not sure

Whatever is available



newest

Anything that can be done with netbooks or the students' phones

Whatever the students can use in class on a all the time.--Practice, practice, practice.

Don't know

Connecting a tablet to the computer and being able to control the Smartboard remotely.

Kindle Fire (unless this is going to be replaced by a new technology) and LanSchool

tablets

Apps that help me with classroom management.

All of it!

I don't know

Anything that will develop reading support

anything that is useful in the classroom

ipads, phones

Using mobile devices in the classroom

Do not know.

Remind 101

reading apps, study apps?

Is there an app that allows students to take a test?

netbooks

Not sure

What types of INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES do you want to learn more about during our Professional
Development?

N/a

flipping the classroom

Flipped Classrooms. What is the ideal model?

Science related.

How to develop lessons that make technology available to students. How to use technology to reach students away from school. Make it more

engaging and inviting to them.

Using technology as motivation/ engagement

...

See above.

not sure.

?

Addressing Special Needs students Addressing student learning styles Graphic Organizers

How to better use my small group instruction at this age level and what to do with the rest of the students with minimum interruptions.

Whatever would help me in the classroom

PAPERLESS technology-facilitated instruction

incorporating more technology

Student driven websites for them to create projects.

Grouping and student centered learning

How to effectively facilitate cooperative learning groups.

None

Anything I can learn. I am very coach-able.

More technology based lessons

I want to learn a more effective way to use net books and how to flip my classroom.

It's all interesting to me...anything

student centered activities

Technology integration in general

Creating websites

I'm not sure...

not sure

Ideas of implementation and easier way for students to learn how to manage their computers independently and responsibly. (Such as a

YouTube to explain how to do basic computer and word processing functions and handle them properly)



I want to develop good, authentic lessons that involve technology for my students that can be done in 20 minutes (or less).

Easy flip options

Looking at the data, I see a disparity between subgroups. I would like to have programs that are more rigorous on the computer to assist these

students. TTM is one. I would like to have another to choose from.

Don't know

open for any

how to implement technology into the everyday classroom.

Something that will not take all of my time in showing the students. I need to know what to look out for when the students are using the site...

Again, anything that may assist me. Being a new teacher, I am always trying to improve my abilities.

How to incorporate Edmodo into Language Arts class

Ways to get the students more involved in the presentations; making them more interactive. Using technology for assessments, as opposed to

just presentations.

I would like to see strategies that can be used as templates to provide structures that coincide with the 5-E model.

Strategies to help with students engagement and comprehension. Strategies to help increase rigor.

I am open to what you have to offer.

Any that will help student succeed

students taking assessments online

scaffolding

blended learning in our schedule. I have tried to get through three groups and i can;t i can only get through 2 in our schedule. how can i make

this work

What else would you like to accomplish through your participation in our Professional Development?

N/a

learn simple ways to implement technology.

The intervention process, and required documentation. This is very confusing, even to experienced teachers.

If we lived in a perfect world;, I would require institute a "required" elective for either 5th or 6th grade students. The course content would be

research design and methods an integrate knowledge and information from all of the core courses to accomplish a semester-long project:

Social Studies to explore current events and history, Science fo research design and procedures, math for data analysis, and language arts for

communicating results and publication.

...

I'm open minded to anything that would help me grow more as a teacher and as aperson.

not sure.

Classroom management advice and tips.

I would also like to be more comfortable with my students working on the net books independently. I frequently find them listening to music

while they are supposed to be reading.

I just want to rekindle my excitement for using technology. Time, access to students, other job duties, etc. have sort of smothered that interest

and excitement. I am hoping to recapture that drive to push forward with technology.

?

Have a better grasp of the new updated version of Microsoft Exchange.

I want to learn as much as I can. I am not tech savy at all and need this type of training.

Different methods to enhance with teaching strategies.

better understanding of integrating technology in everyday classroom learning

Becoming more technologically adept at integrating lessons with technology.

I want something I can use the next day.

Any sort of program that is not only reserach/input, but is also formative assessment/output

Technology resources/lessons that are aligned with our TEKS

Improve my knowledge of what aids I can use for instruction

how to implement technology into the everyday classroom.

I would hope that it would be a quality learning experience with Hands On approaches and interactive participation.

Ways to help me reach my goal: Student learning to be maximized!

Things that I can get the most use out of right away.

I would like to simply be more comfortable with technology used in the classroom.

I would like to have a vision of what I want to do with technology in my classroom.

Learn a lot to take back with me, applicable to math instruction!



I do not use technology in my classroom. 1 2%

Substitution: I use technology as a direct substitute for what I might do already, with no functional change in my assignments. 9 19%

Augmentation: I use technology is a direct substitute, but there is functional improvement over what I did without technology. 22 46%

Modification: Technology allows me to significantly redesign my assignments and classroom activities. 10 21%

Redefinition: Technology allows me to create an entirely new classroom environment to do what was previously not possible without technology. 4 8%

Other 2 4%

I want my classroom to become a 21st century classroom.

Which of the levels of technology integration best describes how you use technology in your classroom?




